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We provide a solution to the important problem of constructing complete inde-
pendent sets of Euclidean and affine invariants for algebraic curves. We first simplify
algebraic curves through polynomial decompositions and then use some classical ge-
ometric results to construct functionally independent sets of invariants. The results
presented here represent some new contributions to algebraic curve theory that
can be used in many application areas, such model-based vision, object recognition,
graphics, geometric modeling, and CAD. © 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Object identification and recognition are fundamental problems in many
disciplines. When objects are defined by boundary curves, they can be rep-
resented either explicitly, using parametric equations, or implicitly, using
polynomial equations defined by planar variables. Such equations, which
define algebraic curves, have been studied extensively since the 17th cen-
tury by many different individuals. Indeed, a good deal of 19th century al-
gebraic geometry focused on the study of invariants for algebraic curves that
are preserved under linear transformations. Such invariants were generally
nonlinear algebraic functions of the coefficients of the curves. As noted
in [1], invariant theory was formalized by George Boole in 1841, and sub-
sequently developed by several notable mathematicians, including Arthur
Cayley, James Sylvester, George Salmon, Paul Gordan, David Hilbert, and
Emmy Noether.
Invariant theory for algebraic curves remains an active area of investi-
gation [12], and with the advent of the modern digital computer, it is now
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possible to manipulate algebraic curves of arbitrary degree with relative
ease, thus providing far more insight into their properties and behavior
than was ever possible before. Also, implicit representations for 2D curves
and 3D surfaces are becoming more useful in a variety of application ar-
eas; i.e., as noted in [5], “algebraic surfaces have many mathematical and
computational advantages compared to the parametric elements now used,
and are emerging as an active forefront research area.” Moreover, [3] states
that “the use of parametric surfaces remains dominant in computer graphics
and geometric modeling. Implicit surfaces are receiving increased attention,
however, especially with respect to their natural representation of solid ob-
jects and their innate blend properties.” Furthermore, [4] remarks that “in
computer aided geometric design (CAGD), surfaces are dealt with in sev-
eral forms: parametric, explicit and implicit equations. The most common
representation in the commercial software and research fields are paramet-
ric equations. Nevertheless, in the last few years, implicit representations
are being used more frequently in CAGD, allowing a better treatment of
several problems. As one example, the point classification problem is easily
solved with the implicit representation: it consists of a simple evaluation of
the implicit functions. Furthermore, the implicit representation offers sur-
faces of desired smoothness with the lowest possible degree. Finally, when
we restrict ourselves to polynomial functions, the implicit representation is
more general than the parametric representation.”
In this paper, which embellishes [16], we will employ a new mathematical
decomposition of algebraic curves defined by implicit polynomial equations
to develop complete sets of geometric invariants for such curves under both
Euclidean and affine transformations. These invariants can be used for ob-
ject identification and recognition in numerous applications, such as index-
ing into databases where objects can be segmented from the background,
for printed character and font recognition, and in certain vision-based con-
trol applications, to approximate the translational and rotational velocities
of moving objects [18].
Section 2 presents some background material that is used to formally de-
velop a unique decomposition of algebraic curves in Section 3. Section 4
then defines the notions of intersection points, conic factor centers, and
the distance between points defined by complex coordinates. An ordering
of the lines defined by our decomposition is also given. Euclidean and affine
transformations of equivalent curves are then introduced in Section 5. An
appropriate correspondence between two sets of related points is also pre-
sented. In Section 6, a counting argument is used to determine the number
of functionally independent invariants under various transformation groups.
The main result of the paper is then presented in Section 7, where some
classical geometric results are applied to our unique line decomposition to
produce a new constructive procedure for determining complete sets of ge-
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ometric invariants for algebraic curves. Some examples serve to illustrate
our findings, and we conclude with some final observations in Section 8.
2. SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
Algebraic curves are defined implicitly by equations of the form
f x; y = 0, where f x; y is a polynomial in the variables x; y, i.e.,
f x; y = Pij aijxiyj , where 0 ≤ i + j ≤ n (n is finite) and the coefficients
aij are real numbers. Alternatively, the intersection of an explicit surface
z = f x; y with the z = 0 plane yields an algebraic curve if f x; y is a
polynomial. Since the field of real numbers is not “algebraically closed,”
it is often useful and illuminating to extend this definition to the complex
field [8].
2.1. Some Definitions
Definition 1. The degree of a polynomial f x; y is the maximal value
of i+ j for which aij 6= 0.
Definition 2. The zero set of a polynomial f x; y is defined to be the
set
Zf  = x; y ∈ R2 x f x; y = 0
Since the zero set (and the degree) are unchanged when we multiply f by
a non-zero scalar, it follows that:
Definition 3. A real algebraic curve is a non-zero real polynomial f , up
to multiplication by a non-zero scalar.
Algebraic curves of degree 1, 2, 3, 4, : : : are called lines, conics, cubics,
quartics, : : : , etc.
In general, an algebraic curve of degree n can be defined by the implicit
polynomial equation
fnx; y = a00|{z}
h0
+ a10x+ a01y| {z }
h1x; y
+ a20x2 + a11xy + a02y2| {z }
h2x; y
+ · · ·
+ an0xn + an−1;1xn−1y + · · · + a0nyn| {z }
hnx; y
=
nX
i=0
hix; y = 0; (2.4)
where each binary form hrx; y is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r in
the variables x and y. The number of terms in each hrx; y is r + 1, so that
the IP equation defined by (2.4) has one constant term, two terms of the
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first degree, three terms of the second degree, etc., up to and including n+ 1
terms of the (highest) nth degree, for a total of n+ 1n+ 2/2 coefficients.
Since the above equation can be multiplied by a non-zero constant without
changing the zero set, an algebraic curve defined by fnx; y = 0 has n+
1n+ 2/2− 1 = nn+ 3/2 independent coefficients or degrees of freedom
(DOF). A monic polynomial fnx; y = 0 will be defined by the condition
that an0 = 1 in (2.4).
2.2. Asymptotes
We next note that an asymptote to the curve fnx; y = 0 is a tangent
line y = mx + b which intersects the curve at infinity [7]. Asymptotes can
be determined by substituting y = mx + b for y in (2.4) and writing the
highest degree terms first, so that
fnx; y = an0 + an−1;1m+ · · · + a0nmnxn
+an−1;0 + an−2;1m+ · · · + a0;n−1mn−1
+ban−1;1 + 2an−2;2m+ 3an−3;3m2 + · · · + na0nmn−1xn−1
+ · · · = Hnmxn + Hn−1;0m + bHn−1;1m| {z }
Hn−1m;b
xn−1 + · · · :
The line y = mx + b will be an asymptote if both Hnm = 0 and
Hn−1m;b = 0, since the curve will then have two roots at infinity, corre-
sponding to two intersections with the asymptote there. Any line parallel to
an asymptote y = mx+ b, such as y = mx, will intersect the curve once at
infinity, since (only) Hnm = 0. Each real root mi of Hnm will then im-
ply a corresponding real asymptote defined by the line y = mix+ bi, with
bi = −Hn−1;0mi/Hn−1;1mi:
In general, Hnm = 0 will have n roots, which may be complex (conju-
gates) or real. Hnm = 0 will have at least one real root when n is odd,
so that odd curves are unbounded. Therefore, to represent 2D closed and
bounded curves, IPs of even degree must be used. For a bounded (even)
IP curve, Hnm = 0 will have exactly p = n/2 pairs of complex conjugate
roots.
3. A UNIQUE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM
In this section, we will simplify the analysis and representation of alge-
braic curves through a unique decomposition theorem for algebraic curves [15,
17, 18].
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3.1. A Unique Leading Form Factorization
Lemma 1. Any homogeneous form hrx; y can be factored uniquely over
the complex field.
Proof The substitution of mx for y in hrx; y implies that
hrx; y = mx = xr a0rm−mr1m−mr2 : : : m−mrr| {z }
Hrm
;
for possibly complex (conjugate) roots mri, or that
hrx; y = a0ry −mr1xy −mr2x · · · y −mrrx:
Therefore, a (monic) leading form hnx; y can be uniquely factored as
the product of n lines; i.e.,
hnx; y =
nY
i=1
x− 1/mniy =
nY
i=1
x+ lniy; (3.1)
where lni
def= −1/mni. We will restrict our development here to the generic
case of simple (non-repeated) roots.
3.2. A Partial Fraction Expansion
Since hn−1x; y/hnx; y is a strictly proper rational function, its partial
fraction expansion implies that
hn−1x; y
hnx; y
= kn1
x+ ln1y
+ kn2
x+ ln2y
+ · · · + knn
x+ lnny
; (3.2)
where kn1; kn2; : : : ; knn are n unique scalars that can be determined if we
multiply both sides of ( 3.2) by x+ lnjy and then set x = −lnjy; i.e.,
knj =

hn−1x; y
hnx; y
x+ lnjy

x=−lnjy
= hn−1−lj; 1Q
i 6=jlni − lnj
; (3.3)
where the last expression is a direct consequence of the fact that the nu-
merator and the denominator of hn−1x; y/hnx; yx+ lnjy are homo-
geneous polynomials after cancellation(s), so that the substitutions x = −lj
and y = 1 can be used instead of x = −ljy.
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In light of (2.4) and (3.2), any monic
fnx; y = hnx; y

1+ hn−1x; y
hnx; y

+
n−2X
i=0
hix; y
= hnx; y + hnx; y

kn1
x+ ln1y
+ kn2
x+ ln2y
+ · · · + knn
x+ lny

+
n−2X
i=0
hix; y = 0; (3.4)
or
fnx; y = hnx; y +
hnx; yQn
i=1x+ lniy
×kn1x+ ln2yx+ ln3y · · · x+ lnny
+kn2x+ ln1yx+ ln3y · · · x+ lnny + · · ·
+knnx+ ln1yx+ ln2y · · · x+ lnn−1y
}
+
n−2X
i=0
hix; y = 0 : (3.5)
Since hnx; y =
Qn
i=1x+ lniy, (2.4) and (3.5) imply that
hn−1x; y = kn1x+ ln2yx+ ln3y · · · x+ lnny
+kn2x+ ln1yx+ ln3y · · · x+ lnny
+ · · · + knnx+ ln1yx+ ln2y · · · x+ lnn−1y
=
nX
j=1
"
knj
nY
i 6=j
x+ lniy
#
(3.6)
Equations (3.1) and (3.6) together then imply that the product
nY
i=1
x+ lniy + kni =
nY
i=1
x+ lniy| {z }
hnx; y
+
nX
j=1
"
knj
nY
i 6=j
x+ lniy
#
| {z }
hn−1x; y
+rn−2x; y;
(3.7)
for some “remainder” polynomial rn−2x; y of degree n− 2.
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3.3. Line Factors
Since each line factor x + lniy + kni can be written as the (vector) dot
product
1 lni kni| {z }
def=LTni
X = x y 1| {z }
def=XT
Lni;
(2.4) and (3.7) imply that any monic
fnx; y =
nY
i=1
LTniX| {z }
def=5nx;y
+fn−2x; y (3.8)
for the n− 2 degree polynomial
fn−2x; y =
n−2X
i=0
hix; y − rn−2x; y :
3.4. Conic Factors
If lni and/or kni are complex numbers, with complex conjugates defined
by l∗ni and k
∗
ni, respectively, then x + l∗niy + k∗ni = XTL∗ni also will appear
as a line factor in (3.8). Any two such complex conjugate line factors will
imply a corresponding real, degenerate conic factor
Cnix; y
def= XTL∗niLTniX = x2 + lni + l∗nixy + lnil∗niy2 + kni + k∗nix
+ lnik∗ni + l∗nikniy + knik∗ni : (3.9)
Therefore, a maximum of 2p ≤ n complex (conjugate) values for lni or
kni will imply that 5nx; y in (3.8) can be expressed by the unique, real
conic-line product
5nx; y =
pY
k=1
Cnkx; y
n−2pY
j=1
LTnjX : (3.10)
We next note that if γn−2 is the coefficient of xn−2 in the fn−2x; y
defined by (3.8), then a 5n−2x; y can be defined for the monic
fn−2x; y/γn−2, as above, so that
fn−2x; y = γn−25n−2x; y + fn−4x; y
Subsequently defining γn−4 as the coefficient of fn−4x; y, etc., we obtain
the following theorem.
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3.5. The Theorem
Theorem 3.11. A non-degenerate (monic) fnx; y can be uniquely ex-
pressed as a finite sum of real and complex line products or real conic-line
products, namely
fnx; y = 5nx; y + γn−25n−2x; y + γn−45n−4x; y + · · · : (3.12)
For example, a (monic) conic, cubic, and quartic IP can be (line) decom-
posed as
f2x; y = L1x; yL2x; y + α = 0;
f3x; y = L1x; yL2x; yL3x; y + αL4x; y = 0;
and
f4x; y = L1x; yL2x; yL3x; yL4x; y + αL5x; yL6x; y + β = 0;
(3.13)
respectively, where α and β are real scalars. Note that each line factor
in these (and higher degree decompositions) has two DOF. Therefore, by
including the multiplicative scalars, we verify that a monic IP curve has
nn+ 3/2 independent coefficients or DOF.
4. SOME GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES
4.1. Non-Visual Intersection Points
The intersection point dp = xp; yp of any two non-parallel line factors
of (3.12), such as LTijX = x+ lijy + kij and LTqrX = x+ lqry + kqr , can be
defined by the matrix/vector relation
"
1 lij kij
1 lqr kqr
#2664
xp
yp
1
3775 =
"
0
0
#
H⇒
"
xp
yp
#
=
"
lijkqr − lqrkij
kij − kqr
#
÷ lqr − lij; (4.1)
which also can be represented as a vector cross-product [2].
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Moreover, the center dc = xc; yc of the zero set of any conic factor of
(3.9) can be defined by the matrix/vector relation [14]
"
2 lni + l∗ni kni + k∗ni
lni + l∗ni 2lnil∗ni lnik∗ni + l∗nikni
#2664
xc
yc
1
3775 =
"
0
0
#
: (4.2)
It might be noted that this (real) center corresponds to the intersection of
the imaginary line factors LTniX = x+ lniy +kni and XTL∗ni = x+ l∗niy +k∗ni,
which define the conic factor, since"
1 1
lni l
∗
ni
#"
1 lni kni
1 l∗ni k
∗
ni
#
=
"
2 lni + l∗ni kni + k∗ni
lni + l∗ni 2lnil∗ni lnik∗ni + l∗nikni
#
:
As noted in Section 2.2, the leading form factorization for closed-
bounded curves will imply only complex conjugate roots. Therefore, in the
special case of closed-bounded quartics, (3.8) and (3.9) will imply that
f4x; y = 54x; y + f2x; y = C41x; yC42x; y + f2x; y ; (4.3)
where we used the fact that 54x; y can be factored as the product of
two degenerate conics C41x; y = L1x; yL2x; y = L1x; yL∗1x; y
and C42x; y = L3x; yL4x; y = L3x; yL∗3x; y. Note that f2x; y =
αL5x; yL6x; y + β is an arbitrary conic.
4.2. Distance
The distance between two points with generally complex coordinates,
P1 = a1 + ib1; c1 + id1 and P2 = a2 + ib2; c2 + id2, is defined by
the (complex) inner product of their difference vector
P2 − P1 = a2 − a1 + ib2 − b1 c2 − c1 + id2 − d1T ;
namely P2 − P1†P2 − P1, where † denotes the conjugate transpose,
whose length (the distance between the points) is
P2 − P1
def= P2P1
= P1P2 =
q
a2 − a12 + b2 − b12 + c2 − c12 + d2 − d12 ≥ 0
(4.4)
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Example 4.5. To illustrate our results thus far, consider the closed,
bounded quartic curve depicted in Fig. 1, which is defined by the (monic)
implicit polynomial equation
f4x; y = x4 − x3y + 1:5x2y2 − xy3 + 0:5y4 − x3
−xy2 + x2 − 2xy + 2y2 + y − 0:5 = 0 (4.6)
In light of (3.13) and (4.3), this particular curve has a decomposition defined
by
f4x; y = C41x; yC42x; y + αL5x; yL6x; y;
with C41x; y = x2 + y2 = L1x; yL2x; y = L1x; yL∗1x; y = x −
iyx + iy, C42x; y = x2 − xy + 0:5y2 − x + 0:5 = L3x; yL4x; y =
L3x; yL3x; y∗ = x − 0:5 − 0:5iy − 0:5 + 0:5ix − 0:5 + 0:5iy −
0:5− 0:5i, and a degenerate (since β = 0) f2x; y = αL5x; yL6x; y=
0:5x2 − 2xy + 1:5y2 + y − 0:5 = 0:5x− 3y + 1x− y − 1.
The intersection points for the first four lines are determined to be P12 =
0; 0, P13 = P∗24 = 2 + i/5; 1 − 2i/5, P14 = P∗23 = −i;−1, and
P34 = 1; 1. Using (4.4), it follows that P12P13 =
√
10/5, P12P14 =
√
2,
: : : ; P24P34 =
√
30/5.
FIG. 1. A closed, bounded quartic curve.
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4.3. A Line Ordering
One can order the k ≥ 3 lines in any set defined by some 5qx; y of
(3.12) by first determining all of the (real and complex) line intersections.
For any set of k non-parallel lines, there will be

k
2

= kk−12 such points,
Pij . The first two lines in the set, L1x; y = 0 and L2x; y = 0, will then
be defined (but not ordered) by the lowest real value of zij
def= fnPij.
L3x; y = 0 (and possibly L4x; y = 0) will then be defined by the next
lowest value, etc. Increasing values of fnx; y at the intersection points will
be used to order the lines. All of the real intersection points will be ordered
first. The real values of any complex conjugate zij will be ordered next,
with the imaginary values used to order the conjugates so that z = a− ib
< z∗ = a+ ib for b > 0.
To illustrate this ordering process for the first four (= k) lines of Ex-
ample 4.5, we first determine that z12 = −0:5; z13 = −0:74− 0:32i = z∗24;
z14 = −0:5− 2i = z∗23; and z34 = 0:5: Therefore, in this particular case, our
ordering procedure implies that
z12 < z34 < z13 = z∗24 < z24 < z14 = z∗23 < z23;
which verifies the given line order L1; L2; L3; L4, because if (say)
z12 < z34 < z24 = z∗13 < z13 < · · · ;
the appropriate ordering would be L2; L1; L4; L3, and if
z34 < z12 < z14 = z∗23 < z23 < · · · ;
the appropriate ordering would be L4; L3; L1; L2.
5. GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS
It is of obvious interest to determine when two algebraic curves are equiv-
alent under a variety of mathematical transformations, such as an affine
transformation A, which is defined by both a linear transformation M and
a translation P; i.e.,"
x
y
#
|{z}
Y
=
"
m1 m2
m3 m4
#
| {z }
M
"
x¯
y¯
#
|{z}
Y¯
+
"
px
py
#
| {z }
P
H⇒
2664
x
y
1
3775
| {z }
X
=
2664
m1 m2 px
m3 m4 py
0 0 1
3775
| {z }
A
2664
x¯
y¯
1
3775
| {z }
X¯
:
(5.1)
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The mathematical relationship defined by (5.1), abbreviated as X
A7→
AX¯, will be called a Euclidean transformation if M is an orthogonal (ro-
tation) matrix, so that MTM = MMT = I. Clearly, a Euclidean transfor-
mation, which has three independent parameters, is a special cases of an
affine transformation, which has six independent parameters.
5.1. Affine Equivalence and Related Points
In general, any two (nth degree) curves defined by a monic fnx; y = 0
and a monic f¯nx¯; y¯ = 0 will be affine equivalent if for some scalar sn,
fnx; y = 0
A7→ fnm1x¯+m2y¯ + px;m3x¯+m4y¯ + py
def= snf¯nx¯; y¯ = 0 :
(5.2)
Two corresponding related-points of the affine equivalent curves defined
by fnx; y = 0 and f¯nx¯; y¯ = 0, such as xi; yi and x¯i; y¯i, respectively,
will be defined by the condition that2664
xi
yi
1
3775 =
2664
m1 m2 px
m3 m4 py
0 0 1
3775
| {z }
A
2664
x¯i
y¯i
1
3775 H⇒ xi; yi A7→ x¯i; y¯i : (5.3)
In light of (5.2), any two corresponding related-points will satisfy the rela-
tion
fnxi; yi
def= zi = snf¯nx¯i; y¯i = snz¯i : (5.4)
In the case of affine transformations, bitangent points, inflection points,
centroids, critical-points [17], and line factor intersections all represent
related-points which can be determined from knowledge of the curves.
It might be noted that bitangent points and centroids are quite difficult
to determine from knowledge of an IP equation. Inflection points, which
correspond to the intersections of a curve with its Hessian, can be de-
termined accurately, but with some computational effort. However, line
factor intersections can be determined rather easily and precisely from an
IP equation.
5.2. The Correct Correspondence
To establish the correct correspondence between the points in two sets of
k corresponding real, distinct related-points, such as xi; yi and x¯i; y¯i,
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we next note that if fnxi; yi
def= zi and f¯nx¯i; y¯i
def= z¯i, as in (5.4), then
zi = snz¯i, and
sn =
zi
z¯i
=
Pk
i=1 ziPk
i=1 z¯i
: (5.5)
Therefore, we will always “order” the related-points so that z1 < z2
< · · · < zk, and
z¯1 < z¯2 < · · · < z¯k if sn > 0; and z¯1 > z¯2 · · · > z¯k if sn < 0
(5.6)
5.3. Line Factor and Conic Factor Transformations
Under an affine transformation A, every 5qx; y in (3.12), namely
5qx; y =
qY
i=1
LTqiX
A7→
qY
i=1
LTqiAX¯
=
qY
i=1
m1 + lqim3| {z }
def= sqi
L¯TqiX¯ = sq
qY
i=1
L¯TqiX¯| {z }
def= 5¯qx¯; y¯
(5.7)
for a real scalar sq =
Qq
i=1 sqi and q monic line factors L¯
T
qiX¯, for q =
n; n− 2; n− 4; : : : ; which will imply real conic factors when they appear
in complex conjugate pairs. Therefore, the implicit polynomial defined by
(3.12), namely
fnx; y
A7→ snf¯nx¯; y¯ = sn5¯nx¯; y¯
+γn−2sn−25¯n−2x¯; y¯
+γn−4sn−45¯n−4x¯; y¯ + · · ·;
(5.8)
which defines a unique monic polynomial that is affine equivalent to fnx; y,
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namely
f¯nx¯; y¯ = 5¯nx¯; y¯ +
γn−2
sn
sn−2| {z }
γ¯n−2
5¯n−2x¯; y¯ +
γn−4
sn−4
sn−2| {z }
γ¯n−4

5¯n−4x¯; y¯ + · · ·
 :
(5.9)
Each 5qx; y of fnx; y, and each corresponding 5¯qx¯; y¯ of an affine
equivalent f¯nx¯; y¯, clearly will have the same number of conic factors and
line factors. Moreover, in light of (5.7), all of these factors will map to one
another under affine transformations. Therefore, fnx; y and f¯nx¯; y¯ will
have the same number of corresponding related-points, as defined by the
centers of their corresponding conic factors and/or all possible intersections
of their corresponding line factors.
The related-points defined by each 5qx; y will map to the same number
of corresponding related-points defined by each affine equivalent 5¯qx¯; y¯,
and we generally will employ some number of these related-points to de-
termine whether or not two known IP curves are affine equivalent. This
number need not equal the total number of corresponding related-points
defined by decompositions of fnx; y and f¯nx¯; y¯. For example, in light
of (5.3), any three corresponding related-points of two affine equivalent
curves will directly and uniquely define A via the relation2664
x1 x2 x3
y1 y2 y3
1 1 1
3775
| {z }
def= T
= A
2664
x¯1 x¯2 x¯3
y¯1 y¯2 y¯3
1 1 1
3775
| {z }
def= T¯
H⇒ A = T T¯−1 :
6. FUNCTIONALLY INDEPENDENT INVARIANTS
6.1. Counting Argument
If there is a configuration space S, on which a group G acts, the number I of
functionally independent primitive scalar invariants is I ≥ dimS − dimG.
The details of this development are given in [12, Chap. 1].
In general dimO = dimG, where dimO denotes the dimension of
the orbit, in which case I = dimS − dimO. Equality will hold in our sub-
sequent discussions. For our purposes, dimS is the DOF and dimO is
the number of independent transformation parameters. Using this count-
ing argument we can determine the minimum number of functionally in-
dependent scalar invariants for plane algebraic curves under a variety of
transformation groups.
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As mentioned earlier, a monic algebraic curve of degree n has nn+ 3/2
DOF and therefore will have at least nn+ 3/2 − 3 functionally indepen-
dent invariants under the Euclidean group, nn+ 3/2− 6 functionally inde-
pendent invariants under the affine group, and nn+ 3/2 − 8 functionally
independent invariants under the projective group, respectively. Note that
the numbers 3; 6; and 8 refer to the number of independent parameters in
each transformation group. For example, a conic has 5 DOF. Therefore, it
has at least 2 Euclidean invariants, but no affine or projective invariants.
A quartic curve has 14 DOF. Therefore, it has at least 11 Euclidean invari-
ants, 8 affine invariants, and 6 projective invariants. A key question is: How
can one obtain a functionally independent set of invariants?
We will now give several geometric constructions related to our curve de-
composition and answer this question for the Euclidean and affine cases.
We will denote the number of functionally independent Euclidean invari-
ants by IE and the corresponding number of affine invariants by IA.
Clearly, first degree monic curves (lines), f1x; y = x + αy + β = 0,
will have no Euclidean or affine invariants since they have only two DOF.
Therefore, we first consider conics.
6.2. Conics (n = 2)
A general (monic) conic, which has 5 DOF, can be represented as
f2x; y = x2 + αxy + βy2 + γx+ y + δ = 0
A non-degenerate conic can be brought into its canonical frame using an
appropriate rotation and translation, in which case its canonical equation
is [14]
x2/a2 ± y2/b2 = 1;
with the half-axes lengths a and b invariant under any Euclidean transfor-
mation. Hence, any non-degenerate conic with five DOF has two Euclidean
invariants. Under affine transformations these lengths will not be preserved
and, therefore, conics have no affine invariants. Note that this result is con-
sistent with the counting argument, since
IE = DOF − dimG = 5− 3 = 2 and IA = DOF − dimG = 5− 6 < 0
Alternatively, in light of Theorem 3.11, any conic can be written as
f2x; y = L1x; yL2x; y + α;
where Lix; y = x+ liy + ki and α is a constant. Clearly, we have 2+ 2+
1 = 5 DOF. Since the lines can be real or complex (conjugates), we have
two different cases to analyze:
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6.2.1. The Lines are Real
The scalar α and the angle θ between these two lines, as depicted in
Fig. 2, will be invariant under any Euclidean transformation. The angle θ
between any two real lines L1x; y = A1x+ B1y + C1 = 0 and L2x; y =
A2x+ B2y + C2 = 0 is defined by the relation
tan θ = A1B2 −A2B1
A1A2 + B1B2
; (6.1)
which follows from a well known formula in analytic geometry [14].
We will now present an alternative relation to (6.1) using a more pow-
erful vector analysis approach that also can be extended to the complex
case. We first observe that the angle between two lines (or two planes) is
equal to the angle between their gradient vectors, since a gradient vector
is perpendicular to a curve or surface. In the case of lines L1x; y = 0
and L2x; y = 0, ∇L1 = A1 B1T and ∇L2 = A2 B2T . Using the inner
product, it then follows that
∇L1;∇L2 = ∇L1∇L2 cos θ ⇒ cos θ =
∇LT1 ∇L2
∇L1∇L2
; (6.2)
where
∇L1;∇L2 = ∇LT1 ∇L2 = A1A2 + B1B2;
∇L1 =
q
A21 + B21 and ∇L2 =
q
A22 + B22
FIG. 2. Two intersecting lines.
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It might be noted that
cos2 θ = A1A2 + B1B2
2
A21 + B21A22 + B22
;
and using the trigonometric identity tan2 θ = 1/cos2 θ− 1; we verify (6.1).
6.2.2. The Lines are Complex Conjugates
In this case, the intersection of the complex conjugate lines is a real
point, which corresponds to the center of the degenerate conic defined by
the product of these lines. By replacing the transpose T by the conjugate
transpose †, (6.2) will define (a generally complex) angle θ between any
two arbitrary complex lines L1x; y = 0 and L2x; y = 0. In particular,
since the (complex) inner product ∇L1;∇L2
def= ∇L†1∇L2, which implies
that ∇Li;∇Li = ∇L†i∇Li = ∇Li2, it follows that
cos θ = ∇L
†
1∇L2
∇L1∇L2
: (6.3)
A real angle θ can be defined by using the modulus of (6.3). For example,
one can verify that  cos θ = 1 for parallel complex lines, so that the angle
between such lines is 0o.
7. THE MAIN RESULT
7.1. Some Classical Geometric Results
Consider an algebraic curve fnx; y = 0 and a line Lix; y = 0 which in-
tersects the curve at n distinct points, Ii1; Ii2; : : : ; Iin, as depicted in Fig. 3. If
points Pij and Pik on the line satisfy the relations fnPij 6= 0 and fnPik 6=
0, it follows that [1]1
fnPij
fnPik
= 5
n
q=1Iiq − Pij
5nq=1Iiq − Pik
= 5
n
q=1IiqPij
5nq=1IiqPik
: (7.4)
Therefore, for any ordered sequence of lines, L1x; y = 0; L2x; y = 0,
: : : ; Lrx; y = 0,
fnP1r
fnP12
fnP21
fnP23
· · · fnPr;r−1fnPr1
= 5
n
q=1I1qP1r 
5nq=1I1qP12
5nq=1I2qP21
5nq=1I2qP23
· · · 5
n
q=1IrqPr;r−1
5nq=1IrqPr1
= 1 : (7.5)
1The author of [1] attributes (7.4) and (7.5) to Hilton [11] and (quite possibly) the ideas of
Newton.
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FIG. 3.
We next note that if r = n in (7.5), and if the algebraic curve fnx; y = 0
is replaced by an additional line Ln+1x; y = 0, so that Iiq = Pi;n+1 for
i = 1; 2; : : : n; then (7.5) will imply Menelaus’ theorem for “n-gons” defined
by (n) ordered non-parallel line intersections P1n P12 P23 · · · Pn−1;n,
namely [10]
P1nP1;n+1
P1;n+1P12
P12P2;n+1
P2;n+1P23
: : :
Pn−1;nPn;n+1
Pn;n+1P1n
= 1 : (7.6)
Figure 4 illustrates this theorem when n = 3 and
P13P14
P14P12
P12P24
P24P23
P23P34
P34P13
= 1 : (7.7)
7.2. Complete Ordered Invariant Sets
Since all line intersections map to one another under affine transfor-
mations, it follows [4] that all of the line segments (distances) defined in
(7.4), (7.5), and (7.6) are Euclidean invariants and all of the distance ratios
are affine invariants. When comparing two different curves, fnx; y = 0
and f¯nx; y = 0, which may be equivalent, corresponding sets of lines and
their intersections should first be determined for both curves and ordered
as in Section 4.3, with a reverse ordering applied to f¯nx; y = 0 whenever
sn =
P
zij/
P
z¯ij < 0, as in (4.6). In this way, the invariants also can be
ordered. Although (7.4), (7.5), and (7.6) imply many different sets of in-
variants, we now focus on the determination of complete independent sets
of invariants.
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FIG. 4.
7.3. Cubics
In the special case of cubics, which have nine DOF, the counting argu-
ment will imply at least 9 − 3 = 6 independent Euclidean invariants and
9− 6 = 3 affine invariants. Our sum of line products for cubics is defined
by
f3x; y = L1x; yL2x; yL3x; y + αL4x; y = 0;
where L4x; y = 0, and at least one of the first three lines, will be real.
Whether the other two lines are real or complex conjugates is irrelevant,
however, because (in either case) if L4x; y = 0 is chosen as the transversal
that intersects the base triangle defined by the first three ordered lines, (7.7)
will imply five independent distance and two independent affine invariants.
The scalar α will define an additional Euclidean and affine invariant, thus
implying the six Euclidean and three affine invariants noted above.
7.4. Quartics
In the case of quartic curves, which have 14 DOF, our line product de-
composition will imply that
f4x; y = L1x; yL2x; yL3x; yL4x; y + αL5x; yL6x; y + β = 0;
with α and β representing two independent scalar (Euclidean and affine)
invariants. In this case, the counting argument will imply at least 14− 3−
2 = 9 additional, independent Euclidean invariants and 14 − 6 − 2 = 6
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additional affine invariants. If L4x; y = 0, L5x; y = 0 and L6x; y = 0
are defined as transversals of the triangle defined by the first three lines,
the first of these transversals, L4x; y = 0, would imply five Euclidean
distance and two affine ratio invariants relative to the base triangle. The
other two lines, L5x; y = 0 and L6x; y = 0, would each define two more
independent Euclidean distance invariants, relative to the base triangle, and
two independent ratio invariants, hence a total of nine Euclidean and six
affine invariants, as noted above.
To illustrate this observation, one can verify that if L4x; y = 0 is defined
as a transversal that cuts the first three lines in Example 4.5 at P14; P24, and
P34, analogous to the situation depicted in Fig. 4, then
P13P14
P14P12
P12P24
P24P23
P23P34
P34P13
= 4
√
5/5√
2
√
10/5
4
√
5/5
√
6√
30/5
= 1:2650:3542:236 = 1 : (7.8)
In this case, the five (ordered) distances, 4
√
5/5;
√
2;
√
10/5;
√
6, and√
30/5 will be independent Euclidean invariants, and the 2 (ordered) ra-
tios 4
√
5/5
√
2 = 1:265 and √10/4√5 = 0:354 will be independent affine
invariants. Each of the lines L5x; y = 0 and L6x; y = 0 will introduce
two additional independent Euclidean invariants, such as P1kP12 and
P12P2k, and two independent affine invariants, such as P13P1k/P1kP12
and P12P2k/P2kP23, for k = 5 and 6.
Example 7.9. To illustrate the preceding, consider the curve depicted
in Fig. 1 which undergoes an affine transformation defined by
A =
2664
1 1 0
0 2 1
0 0 1
3775 :
The resulting (affine equivalent) curve is defined by
snf¯nx¯; y¯ = f¯4x¯; y¯ = x¯4+ 2x¯3y¯ + 6x¯2y¯2 + 2x¯y¯3+ 5y¯4− 2x¯3− 10x¯y¯2 + 4y¯3
+2:5x¯2 − 9x¯y¯ + 8:5y¯2 − 4x¯+ 10y¯ + 3 = 0 H⇒ sn = 1;
in light of (5.8), and is depicted in Fig. 5.
Equations (3.13) and (4.3) next imply that this particular curve has a real
conic line decomposition defined by
f¯4x¯; y¯ = C¯41x¯; y¯C¯42x¯; y¯ + α¯L¯5x¯; y¯L¯6x¯; y¯;
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with C¯41x¯; y¯ = L¯1x¯; y¯L¯2x¯; y¯ = L¯1x¯; y¯L¯∗1x¯; y¯ = x¯ + 1 − 2iy¯ −
ix¯ + 1 + 2iy¯ + i, C¯42x¯; y¯ = L¯3x¯; y¯L¯4x¯; y¯ = L¯3x¯; y¯L¯3x¯; y¯∗ =
x¯ + iy¯ − 1x¯ − iy¯ − 1, and a degenerate f¯2x¯y¯ = α¯L¯5x¯; y¯L¯6x¯; y¯ =
0:5x¯− 5y¯ − 2x¯− y¯ − 2.
The intersection points for the first four lines are determined to be P¯12 =
0:5;−0:5; P¯13 = 0:8+ 0:4i;−0:4− 0:2i = P¯∗24; P¯14 = 1− i;−1 = P¯∗23,
and P¯34 = 1; 0, with (since sn = 1 in this case) z¯12 = z12 = −0:5; z¯13 =
z13 = −0:74− 0:32i = z¯∗24; z¯14 = z14 = −0:5− 2i = z¯∗23 and z¯34 = z34 = 0:5.
If L¯4x¯; y¯ is now defined as a transversal that cuts the first three lines,
as in our earlier example, it follows that
P¯13P¯14
P¯14P¯12
P¯12P¯24
P¯24P¯23
P¯23P¯34
P¯34P¯13
=
√
2:4√
1:5
√
0:3√
2:4
√
2√
0:4
= 1:2650:3542:236 = 1;
the same (ordered) ratio invariants as in (7.8).
7.5. Higher Degree Curves
By using the first three lines in our line decomposition of fnx; y = 0 to
define a base triangle that is subsequently intersected by all of the remaining
lines, we can obtain complete sets of Euclidean and affine invariants. For
example, consider the sextic case when
f6 = L1L2L3L4L5L6 + αL7L8L9L10 + βL11L12 + γ :
FIG. 5. An affine equivalent quartic curve.
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The first transversal L4 will imply 5 Euclidean distance and 2 affine ratio
invariants relative to our base triangle. Each of the remaining (8) lines will
imply 2 additional Euclidean and affine invariants which, together with the
(3) scalars, will define a total of 24 Euclidean and 21 affine invariants, as
predicted by the counting argument.
7.6. Angular Invariants
We finally remark that (6.3) can be used to define the angles between
any two lines defined by a decomposition of an algebraic curve. An or-
dered set of such angles would define another set of geometric Euclidean
invariants in addition to the distance invariants defined by (7.6). In light
of this observation, and the preceding results, it should be clear that it is
now relatively straightforward to define complete sets of geometric invariants
for algebraic curves of virtually any degree n. Moreover, any such set(s) of
invariants could be ordered appropriately for classification and comparison
purposes.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have now presented a constructive procedure for obtaining a com-
plete, functionally independent set of geometric invariants using a new al-
gebraic curve decomposition. Our particular treatment provides significant
new insight about invariants. Unlike the more classical algebraic invariants
[6, 9, 12, 13], most of the invariants obtained here have a natural inter-
pretation in terms of lengths (distances) and angles. Therefore, one can
apply several different measures when comparing invariants for equivalent
curves.
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